Previous observations have shown that the distribution of 36.2-GHz class I methanol megamaser (MM) emission in Arp 220 is highly correlated with the diffuse X-rays. On this basis it was suggested that methanol MM may be produced either by the effects of galactic-outflowdriven shocks and/or cosmic rays. Here we report the results of a single-dish survey undertaken with the Greenbank Telescope (GBT) to improve our understanding of the pumping conditions of extragalactic class I methanol masers and their relationship to starburst and feedback processes within the host galaxies, towards a sample which includes 16 galaxies which show both extended soft X-ray emission, and either OH or H 2 O MM emission. Large baseline ripples in the GBT spectra limited our results to tentative detections towards 11 of the target galaxies. Analysis of these tentative detections shows that there are significant correlations between the methanol intensity and the host-galaxy infrared, radio and OH MM emission, but no correlation with the X-ray and H 2 O MM emission. Some sources show methanol emission significantly offset from the systemic velocity of the galaxy (by up to 1000 km s −1 ) and we propose that these are associated with galactic-scale outflows from active galactic nuclei (AGNs) feedback. The combined observational properties suggest that class I methanol MMs are related to significant starburst and molecular outflow activity and hence may provide a potential probe of AGN feedback and starburst processes in the host galaxies.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Methanol is a commonly observed species in interstellar gas and it has a very rich spectrum of thermal and masing transitions at microwave and millimetre wavelengths. The large number of transitions has made it a powerful tool for investigating star formation activity in the Milky Way. More than 1000 methanol maser sources have been detected in our Galaxy (e.g. Green et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2014) . Based on the different excitation environments and pumping conditions, methanol maser transitions are empirically divided into two classes, class I and class II (Batrla & Menten 1988; Menten 1991) . Class I masers are collisionally pumped in regions where mildly shocked gas is driven into molecular clouds by outflows or E-mail: chenxi@shao.ac.cn expanding H II regions (e.g. Voronkov et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011) , while class II masers are pumped by infrared (IR) radiation from young high-mass stars (e.g. Ellingsen 2006; Caswell et al. 2010 ). In addition, both OH and H 2 O masers are frequently observed towards high-mass star formation regions, and are often closely associated with class II methanol masers (e.g. Breen et al. 2010; Li et al. 2012) .
Maser emission from the 1667 MHz OH and 22 GHz H 2 O transitions has been detected in more than 100 active galaxies for both species (e.g. Darling & Giovanelli 2002; Zhang et al. 2012) . In many of these sources the OH or H 2 O maser emission has an isotropic luminosity more than a million times greater than that observed in typical Milky Way star formation region masers and because of this they are commonly referred to as megamasers. OH megamasers are usually associated with starburst nuclei in ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs; e.g. Baan, Wood & Haschick 1982) , while water megamasers are often associated with accretion discs and jets towards low-luminosity active galactic nucleus (AGN), typically Seyfert 2 or LINER galaxies (e.g. Miyoshi et al. 1995) . Compared to the rich and active methanol maser phenomena observed in our Galaxy, to date, extragalactic methanol maser emission from either class I (at 36.2 GHz) or class II (6.7 or 12.2 GHz) transitions has only been detected in a few galaxies, specifically the Large Magellanic Cloud, M31 and NGC253 (Green et al. 2008; Ellingsen et al. 2010 Ellingsen et al. , 2014 Sjouwerman et al. 2010) . The isotropic luminosity of typical methanol masers observed in Galactic star formation regions is around 10 −5 L , and the methanol emission detected in nearby extragalactic sources is in all cases two or more orders of magnitude short of being a megamaser (i.e. >10 L ).
Recently, significant advances have been made in searches for extragalactic class I methanol megamasers, with detections towards two galaxies -the major-merger galaxy Arp 220 has been detected in the 36.2-GHz class I transition (Chen et al. 2015) , and the Seyfert galaxy NGC 1068 has been detected in the 84.5-GHz class I transition (Wang et al. 2014) . Interferometric mapping observations of the 36.2-GHz methanol megamasers towards Arp 220 show that the methanol emission is highly correlated with the diffuse soft X-ray emission in this system. There have been two hypotheses proposed to explain this observation. One is that high-energy cosmic rays play a role in the enhancement of methanol emission abundance in these regions. This mechanism has been proposed as an explanation for the production of 36.2-GHz methanol masers in the central molecular zone of the Milky Way (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2013 ) and NGC 253 . The alternate hypothesis is that the X-ray plume in Arp 220 is the result of a starburst-generated superwind which results in a region associated with both rapidly outflowing and inflowing shock-heated gas. In this scenario the widespread shocks within the plume region are thought to be critical in producing widespread 36.2-GHz class I methanol emission. The observations of 36.2-GHz methanol emission in Arp 220 by Chen et al. (2015) also found that in contrast to OH and H 2 O megamasers which originate close to the nucleus, the class I methanol megamasers are significantly offset from the nuclear region and show an extended spatial distribution with a scale of a few kpc. This suggests that the class I methanol megamasers trace feedback (e.g. outflows) and star formation processes on larger scales beyond the circumnuclear regions of starburst galaxies.
The limited observational information currently available for class I methanol megamasers means that further searches are required to clarify the pumping conditions (either outflow-driven shocks, cosmic rays or both) and to determine the role and significance of class I methanol megamasers for studies of starburst activity and feedback processes within the host galaxies. In order to address these questions we have undertaken a systematic survey with the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) Greenbank Telescope (GBT) for 36.2-GHz class I methanol masers towards galaxies with extended X-ray emission which also show megamaser emission from water or OH. Extended X-ray emission may trace the physical environment of outflow-driven shocks or high-energy cosmic rays, allowing us to investigate these phenomena. In this paper, we report the results of this search.
S O U R C E S A M P L E A N D O B S E RVAT I O N
The limited observations of 36.2-GHz extragalactic methanol emission which have been made to date (Chen et al. 2015) suggest that galaxies with extended soft X-ray emission provide the physical conditions necessary to produce methanol megamasers. The observing sample is considered towards the extended X-ray galaxies which show megamaser emission from water or OH, since the detection rate of class I methanol masers should tend to be higher in sources with megamasers. The target sample for our survey includes eight water megamaser galaxies (among them two galaxies which also host OH megamasers) which also exhibit soft X-ray emission detected in Chandra and/or XMM-Newton observations (Zhang et al. 2006; Brassington, Ponman & Read 2007) . In addition, we also include eight OH megamaser galaxies with extended X-ray emission detected in ROSAT observations (Kandalyan 2003) . The two different sub-samples of water and OH megamaser galaxies considered in our observations also allow us to investigate whether there are differences between them in the characteristics of any detected methanol megamaser emission. The characteristics and important parameters of the sample sources are listed in Table 1 .
The observations were made using the NRAO GBT over the period 2015 February 4-8. We use eight VEGAS spectrometers each of which has 1250-MHz effective bandwidth and a spectral resolution of 92 kHz, to make observations with two beams of the Ka-band receiver (four spectrometers for each beam). This spectral resolution corresponds to about 0.8 km s −1 at 36 GHz. The four spectrometers for each beam were configured with centre frequencies of 33.8, 34.8, 35.8 and 36.3 GHz to yield an instantaneous frequency coverage of 33.2-37 GHz, which allowed us to cover the sky-frequency of the 4 −1 → 3 0 class I methanol transition (rest frequency 36.169 265 GHz) for all of the sources in the sample. This frequency configuration results in galaxies with a recessional velocity of less than 3000 km s −1 (including six sources; see Table 1 ) being observed in two of the four spectrometers (3 and 4), allowing us to cross-check for any correlator artefacts for these sources. The half-power beamwidth of the telescope was about 20 arcsec at this frequency. The aperture efficiency of the telescope is approximately 50 per cent, corresponding to a conversion factor of 0.7 Jy K −1 to represent the measured antenna temperature as a flux density. The observations were performed in switching mode, nodding between the two beams with a switching time of 1 min. The typical on-source integration time for each source was 1 h (obtained from the sum of the two beams for each source). The antenna pointing was checked and corrected before the observation of each target source. The typical pointing accuracy is estimated to be better than 4 arcsec. The system temperature was typically in the range 60-100 K during the observations, resulting in an rms noise level of about 1 mJy in the final spectrum (for a velocity resolution of ∼20 km s −1 -see below).
Data reduction was performed using the GBTIDL package. There was no significant Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) within the observed frequency range (33.2-37 GHz) for any of the target sources. The final spectra covering the entire observed frequency range from each spectrometer contain large-scale (typical frequency span >0.2 GHz ∼ 1150 km s −1 ) non-periodic baseline ripples for most of the target sources. The large baseline ripples are likely due to the switching time used in the nodding between the two beams in our observations (1 min). GBT memo 246 recommends a switching time of less than 30 s for Ka-band observations to minimize baseline ripple.
1 Unfortunately we were not aware of this recommendation until after the observations were complete; however, it is clearly an important requirement for any follow-up observations of this transition with the GBT. Alternatively, observations with an interferometer are generally able to achieve better baseline calibration, so the Very Large Array (VLA) in D array might be the best Column (1): source name; columns (2) and (3): the targeted positions for the GBT observations; column (4): the heliocentric systemic velocity taken from the NED data base; column (5): the luminosity distance (calculated using cosmological parameters H 0 = 73 km s −1 Mpc −1 , M = 0.27 and = 0.73); columns (6) and (7): the logarithm of the OH and H 2 O luminosity adopted from Darling & Giovanelli (2002) and Zhang et al. (2012) , respectively, but scaled for the distances listed in column (5); column (8): logarithm of the infrared luminosity, estimated using the method of Sanders & Mirabel (1996) ; column (9): logarithm of the radio luminosity at Ka band from the NED data base -'m' represents an estimate from a direct measurement at Ka band, 'f ' represents an estimate from fitting to the measurements at other radio wavelengths with a power law SED distribution. Columns (10) and (11): logarithm of the soft X-ray (0.5-2 keV) and hard X-ray (2-10 keV) luminosities, respectively, but scaled for the distances listed in column (5). The references for the X-ray luminosities (both soft and hard) are as follows: C07 -Costantini et al. (2007) instrument for such observations. For our current GBT observational data it is not possible to remove the baseline with a lowerorder polynomial fit for the whole 1.25 GHz bandwidth. Instead, for each source we fitted a polynomial baseline (typically of order less than 10) over a 0.4-GHz (∼3300 km s −1 ) frequency range centred on the redshifted sky frequency of the methanol line. This method is effective for all the observed sources with the exception of Arp 220 which has an unusually wide velocity range (∼1000 km s −1 ) for both the class I methanol emission and other molecular lines (see Chen et al. 2015 and references therein). Because of this, the GBT methanol spectrum of Arp 220 is confused with bandpass ripples and we are unable to obtain a satisfactory spectrum from the current GBT observations. Fig. 1 shows the GBT data and data reduction method described above for the detected methanol sources. The complete figure set (11 images) are available in the online journal.
R E S U LT S
We initially identified the sources with integrated emission (S int ) at least three times stronger than the rms noise limit for the integrated intensity S. We calculate S using the formula S = σ rms ( W × v res ) 1/2 , where σ rms is the baseline rms noise level, v res is the velocity resolution of the observations (about 20 km s −1 after spectral smoothing; see below) and W is the full velocity width over which the integrated intensity is calculated (here, we use 2.5 times the full width at half-maximum -FWHM -linewidth of the methanol spectrum, v from the Gaussian fitting). Furthermore, we undertook a series of additional tests for each of the spectral features identified in the initial search: (1) whether the line feature is visible in only one of the polarizations; (2) whether, when the data is divided into two or three time intervals, the feature is present in only one of these; (3) for sources with a systemic velocity of less than 3000 km s −1 , we checked whether the feature was present in only one of spectrometers 3 and 4 (see Section 2). Sources which failed any of these three tests were discarded as non-detections, since if true weak emission is present just above the detection threshold then it should not be readily observed in a single polarization (case 1) or a significantly shorter time interval (case 2). We found that in case 3 all the six sources with a systemic velocity of less than 3000 km s −1 (see Table 1 ) show similar characteristic of either detection or non-detecion in both the spectrometers. Therefore if the performance of the backend and correlator is consistent for all four of the VEGAS spectrometers, the detected features from the other sources are also unlikely to be artefacts from the system.
Based on these criteria, we tentatively detected 36.2-GHz class I methanol emission towards 10 of the 16 targeted sources from the GBT survey (note that Arp220 is not included in this group; see below). The 36.2-GHz methanol spectrum of these 10 sources is shown in Fig. 2 . The spectra we show were smoothed with a 24-channel boxcar (2.3 MHz; corresponding a velocity resolution of about 20 km s −1 ). The parameters of Gaussian fits to the 36.2-GHz spectral features are given in Table 2 . The peak flux densities of the emission determined from the Gaussian fits range between ∼2 and 8 mJy. The integrated flux densities range from 0.1 to 5.2 Jy km s −1 . The majority of the galaxies show a single component in the methanol spectrum, but two sources (IRAS00509+1225 and Mrk231) show three spectral components (see Fig. 2 ). The measured FWHM linewidth of the individual spectral components ranges between 40 and 320 km s −1 with a mean of 200 km s −1 . The velocity of the peak for the spectral components of the tentative detections are offset with respect to the systemic velocity for many sources (from a few hundred to 1000 km s −1 ). The velocity offset for each source is listed in Table 2 . We extracted information on the velocity range of the H I emission and OH or H 2 O megamasers from the literature and show these in Fig. 2 . We can see that most of the tentative detections are located within or near the edge of the spectral ranges of H I emission and OH or H 2 O megamasers, suggesting that these signals are associated with the host galaxies. However, in two sources (Mrk231 and IRAS23365+3604), there are significant offsets of the methanol spectral features from the velocity range observed in other species and the systemic velocity. We suggest that the large velocity offsets observed in the methanol emission may be due to it being associated with galactic-outflow-driven shocks (we discuss this further in Section 4.2). However, it is possible that some of the spectral components we have attributed to methanol emission may be artefacts resulting from the poor initial baselines and the baseline removal process. For this reason we have further divided the tentative detections into as being either 'likely' or 'possible', based on the following criteria: the likely group includes sources with one or more spectral components ≥ 7σ (i.e. SNR ≥ 7 listed in column 5 of Table 2 ), and sources with one or more components ≥ 5σ with a peak velocity within 250 km s −1 of the systemic velocity. Among the 10 tentative detections from the GBT survey, six meet one of these criteria and are classified into the likely group, with the remaining four sources considered to be the possible group (see Table 2 ). However, more sensitive observations are required to confirm all these tentative detections in both the likely and possible groups. We have calculated the isotropic luminosity of the methanol emission for each of tentative sources:
where D L is the luminosity distance of the galaxy (see Table 1 ) and ν 0 is the rest frequency of the 36.2-GHz methanol transition. The derived methanol luminosities are in the range of 1-6000 L . As stated in Section 2, the methanol emission from Arp 220 is confused by the bandpass ripples and we are not able to disentangle the two in the current GBT observations. Because of this we have used the 36.2-GHz methanol luminosity measurement from our previous ATCA observations of Arp 220 (2300 L ; see Chen et al. 2015) in the following analysis.
In addition to the above 10 tentative detections we detected a possible narrow methanol absorption feature in IRAS22365+3004 (with a linewidth of ∼40 km s −1 ; shown in Fig. 2 ) and possible broad methanol absorption from Mrk273. The methanol absorption spectrum of Mrk273 is also shown in Fig. 2 . The velocity of the greatest absorption is close to the systemic velocity in IRAS22365+3004 and Mrk273. Gaussian fitting to the absorption profile of Mrk273 shows that it has a linewidth of approximately 500 km s −1 . This broad absorption is likely due to absorption of the background radio continuum of the nuclei of the galaxies, and traces more widespread gas foreground of the nuclei. Methanol absorption from the 6.7-GHz class II transition has previously been detected in Arp 220 (Salter et al. 2008 ) and NGC 3079 (Impellizzeri et al. 2008) . In Arp 220 and NGC 3079 the 6.7-GHz methanol absorption presumably dominates because its production is overall more effective on large scales in these galaxies compared to any maser emission from this transition. However, we cannot completely exclude the possibility that the absorption signature in Mrk273 is due to baseline ripples. This requires confirmation observations and in this paper, we only show the possible absorption spectra and do not consider them further in our discussions.
For the remaining four galaxies (NGC 2782, NGC 6240, M51 and UGC5101), we detected neither 36.2-GHz methanol emission nor absorption. We give upper limits on the integrated flux density and luminosity of the methanol emission for these two sources which are computed from the baseline rms noise (σ rms ) of the non-detection spectrum, assuming a line profile of linewidth v = 200 km s −1 and height 3σ rms .
D I S C U S S I O N
Although we only achieved tentative detections from the GBT survey due to the large baseline ripples of the observations, some analysis is still worthwhile in order to investigate relationships between properties of class I methanol megamasers and other wavelength ranges of the host galaxies, and the pumping conditions for the methanol megamasers. In the following discussions we consider all tentative detections in both the likely and possible groups in our statistical analysis, as otherwise the sample size is too small for investigation; however, for clarity we distinguish the two groups using different symbols in the plots. 
The relationship between methanol emission and that observed at other wavelengths
Methanol-X-ray: Chen et al. (2015) show that the spatial distribution of the 36.2-GHz class I methanol megamaser in Arp 220 is closely correlated with the soft X-ray emission. Assuming that the X-ray emission reflects the cosmic ray intensity, they argue that cosmic rays are responsible for the production of the class I methanol megamasers, which has been used to explain the enhanced class I methanol maser emission in the central regions of the Milky Way (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2013) and NGC 253 . We have used the published literature (see Table 1 ) to obtain X-ray data for our observing sample. The distribution of 36.2-GHz methanol luminosity versus soft (0.5-2.0 keV) and hard (2.0-10 keV) X-ray luminosity is presented in Fig. 3(a) (on a log-log scale). However, no significant correlation between methanol luminosity and X-ray luminosity is observed for our surveyed sample. This demonstrates that the luminosity of 36.2-GHz class I methanol masers are not related to the integrated X-ray emission of the galaxies. Chen et al. (2015) suggested that the class I methanol megamaser in Arp 220 may be produced either by galactic-outflow-driven shocks or cosmic rays. The lack of a correlation between the methanol and X-ray luminosity supports the hypothesis that galactic-outflow-driven shocks play a key role in the production of class I methanol megamasers (we further discuss this in Section 4.2).
Methanol-IR: Fig. 3(b) shows the relationship between 36.2-GHz class I methanol luminosity and IR luminosity of the host galaxy for our survey sample plotted on a log-log scale. We find that L methanol and L IR are well-correlated (R = 0.92). A straightline fit gives the relation log L methanol = (1.36 ± 0.18) log L IR − (13.47 ± 2.08). However, since both L methanol and L IR are related to the distance D L , we expect there to be a partial correlation due to Malmquist bias. We follow the procedure used by Darling & Giovanelli (2002) to account for the partial correlation caused by Malmquist bias. In our sample, L methanol and L IR are correlated with distance with correlation coefficients of the following: R(L IR , D L ) = 0.86, and R(L methanol , D L ) = 0.88. Calculating the partial correlation coefficient between methanol and IR luminosity at fixed distance we find that we still have a significant L methanol -L IR correlation of R = 0.68. The corrected slope (1.01±0.18) in the L methanol -L IR relation is shallower than the simple fit slope (1.36). Therefore we find L methanol ∝ L IR .
The statistical analysis of a large sample of OH megamasers undertaken by Darling & Giovanelli (2002) found that the OH luminosity increases with the IR luminosity of the host galaxy as follows: L OH ∝ L IR 1.2 . On the assumption that the OH megamaser is pumped by the IR radiation field and amplifies the background radio continuum emission, which is itself proportional to the IR radiation from star-forming regions, the observed OH maser output is expected to be L OH ∝ L IR L 1.6 GHz ∝ L IR 2 . As the observed slope of the relationship between L OH and L IR is 1.2 (smaller than 2), Darling & Giovanelli (2002) suggested that OH megamasers contain a mixture of saturated and unsaturated emission. Here we find a perfectly linear dependence between L methanol and L IR , suggesting that the pumping mechanism for methanol megamasers is likely to be different from that for OH megamasers as the power-law exponent for L methanol -L IR is different from that for L OH -L IR even considering the uncertainty. In particular, for the two extragalactic (18) 164 (24) 448 (59) 4.3 1090 1200
Non-detections:
Column (1): source name. Columns (2)- (4): the velocity at peak v Hel , the line FWHM v and the integrated intensity S of each maser feature estimated from Gaussian fits to the 36.2-GHz class I methanol maser lines. The formal error from the Gaussian fit is given in parenthesis. Column (5): the signal-to-noise ratio for the integrated flux of each spectral feature. Column (6): the offset of the peak velocity of the spectral feature with respect to the systemic velocity of the source. Column (7): the total integrated luminosity of the maser spectrum obtained from summing all maser features in each source.
Figure 3.
Relationships between the luminosity of the 36.2-GHz methanol megamasers detected from our GBT survey and that observed in other wavelength ranges for the host galaxies: (a) methanol versus soft X-ray emission (0.5-2 keV; marked with open squares) and hard-X-ray emission (2-10 keV; marked with filled squares) relations; (b) methanol versus IR; (c) methanol versus radio (36 GHz) relation. In the three panels, the likely and possible detections are indicated using black and red symbols, respectively. Upper limits for the methanol luminosity are indicated by downward arrows for four non-detection sources (M51, NGC 2782, NGC 6240 and UGC5101; see text). Dotted lines are fits to the data labelled by their slopes. No fit has been undertaken for the methanol versus X-ray relationship due to the lack of significant correlation between these two quantities.
class I methanol masers where high-resolution line and continuum data is available (NGC 253 and Arp 220) the maser emission is observed to be significantly offset from the continuum emission Chen et al. 2015) . This suggests that it is unlikely that there is significant amplification of the background continuum emission in luminous extragalactic class I methanol masers. Methanol-Radio: to further investigate the relationship between the luminosity of the methanol and radio continuum emission discussed above, we compare the distribution of their luminosities (on a log-log scale) in Fig. 3(c) . In Table 1 we give the flux densities at Ka band that have been directly measured for six galaxies in the survey sample (extracted from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database -NED). For a further seven galaxies we have estimated the flux density at 36 GHz from a power-law fit to the spectral energy distribution (SED) at lower frequencies, while for the remaining three sources, there is insufficient data at lower frequencies to obtain a reliable power-law fitting to the SED. From these data we find that L methanol and L 36 GHz are well-correlated with each other -R(L methanol , L 36 GHz ) = 0.96 -and with distance: R(L methanol , D L ) = 0.86, and R(L 36 GHz , D L ) = 0.82. For the uncorrected fit the relationship is L methanol = (1.42 ± 0.14) log L 36 GHz − (29.1 ± 3.1), while the fit after correction for Malmquist bias remains significant (R = 0.88) and has a slope of 1.30. This demonstrates that there is a good correlation between the high-frequency radio continuum and methanol maser luminosity. We found that there is also a good correlation between the radio continuum and IR luminosity in the detected methanol sources: L 36 GHz ∼ 0.94 L IR . Therefore the Methanol-Radio correlation may not represent a causal relationship because both the L methanol and L 36 GHz are similarly correlated with a common third factor (i.e. IR luminosity).
Methanol-OH or H 2 O masers: possible relationships between the luminosity of the methanol and the associated OH and/or H 2 O megamasers are investigated in Fig. 4 . We find a statistically significant correlation between the methanol and OH maser emission: L methanol = (1.19 ± 0.24) log L OH − (0.09 ± 0.62), (R = 0.89), although this is derived from a small sample of sources. As the OH megamasers trace enhanced star formation in circumnuclear starburst regions, the correlation between OH and methanol megamasers suggests that the methanol megamasers are also associated with starburst activity. No significant correlation was found between the luminosity of the methanol and H 2 O megamaser emission (Fig. 4) . Typically H 2 O megamasers are observed to trace circumnuclear accretion discs or inner jets in the nuclear region of an active galaxy; thus the absence of a correlation with the methanol luminosity suggests that the methanol megamasers are not associated with the discs or inner jets. It is also consistent with the observations of Arp 220 and NGC 253 which show the class I methanol emission offset from the centre of the host galaxy.
Comparison of methanol detections in OH and H 2 O megamaser galaxies
In the surveyed sample, all but one of the OH megamaser galaxies are observed to have an associated methanol megamaser or absorption (Mrk273). The only exception is UGC5101 which also shows H 2 O megamaser emission. The other three non-detections are also from the H 2 O megamaser sources M51, NGC 2782 and NGC 6240. OH megamasers are known to be associated with starburst galaxies, and the possible correlation between the methanol and OH luminosity derived in Section 4.1 supports the suggestion that class I methanol megamasers are associated with strong starburst activity. Although we find no significant correlation between methanol and H 2 O luminosity (see Section 4.1), methanol emission is also commonly found in the sample of H 2 O megamasers. This can be understood if the H 2 O megamaser sample is also associated with starburst activity. Examination of the properties of the host galaxies of the OH and H 2 O megamaser sources in our target sample shows that they are predominantly luminous IR galaxies with L IR > 10 11 L , indicating the presence of significant star formation activity. One exception to this line of reasoning is presented by NGC 6240, which is a prototypical luminous IR galaxy with L IR ≈ 6 × 10 11 L , but which shows no class I methanol megamaser emission. Based on the relationships between the methanol and OH megamaser luminosity and that of the host galaxy (see Section 4.1), we would expect it to show both OH and methanol emission; however, neither are detected. This suggests that there is something different about NGC 6240 compared to the majority of the luminous IR galaxies, perhaps it is in the declining phase of its starburst where it has exhausted the molecular reservoir, but the final epoch of star formation maintains the extreme IR emission (see Lo 2005) .
Class I methanol megamasers as tracers of AGN feedback
The GBT observations show that there are some sources where the velocity of the tentatively detected emission is significantly offset (between a few hundred and 1000 km s −1 ) from the systemic velocity of the host galaxy (see Fig. 2 ). Large velocity offsets of around 1000 km s −1 are detected in two sources Mrk 231 and IRAS23365+3604 (see Table 2 ). To more directly investigate the observed velocity offsets in Fig. 5 we compare the spectra of the detected 36.2-GHz class I methanol emission with those of the dense gas tracer HCO + 1-0 (89.2 GHz) towards three galaxies, NGC 4258, NGC 4388 and Mrk231. The HCO + spectra are from the recent survey of dense gas tracers in extragalactic sources made with the IRAM 30 m telescope (Wang et al., in preparation) . The HCO + emission traces the dense gas for each of the host galaxies and for these three sources shows that the velocity range of the methanol emission is similar to that of the HCO + in NGC 4258, but is significantly offset in NGC 4388 and Mrk 231. The methanol emission in NGC 4388 is blueshifted, with the strongest component ∼400 km s −1 offset with respect to the HCO + peak. Towards Mrk 231 three methanol spectral features are observed, two of which are blue-and redshifted by approximately 1000 km s −1 with respect to the systemic velocity, and the third being near the systemic velocity (overlapping the blue line-wing emission observed in HCO + ). A similar partial overlap of the class I methanol emission and the line wing of a dense gas tracer is also observed in the Seyfert galaxy NGC 1068 (Wang et al. 2014) where the 84.5-GHz class I methanol emission overlaps with the line wing of the HCN emission. The large velocity offset (up to 1000 km s −1 ) of methanol emission with respect to dense molecular gas tracers has not previously been observed. It suggests that there are different production mechanisms for class I methanol masers and dense gas tracers. The dense gas tracers are typically associated with star-forming giant molecular cloud (GMC) cores and are mainly concentrated in the central regions (<1 kpc) of the host galaxies (Gao & Solomon 2004) . The velocity range of extragalactic dense gas tracers is typically a few hundred km s −1 (<500 km s −1 ), which is consistent with stellar processes associated with star formation when the kinematics of galactic rotation, infall, outflow and turbulence within the starforming GMC are considered. The much larger velocity offset of some of the methanol emission requires a different mechanism, such as shocks driven by galactic-scale outflows with large velocities (a few hundred to 1000 km s −1 ). These high-velocity outflows may be as a result of AGN feedback on their host galaxies (see below), or from nuclear starburst activity. However, we note that the features with large velocity offsets identified in our observations may correspond to some small baseline ripples. Additional, more sensitive, observations unaffected by baseline ripples are required to confirm (or otherwise) the spectral features with significant velocity offsets.
Recent observations of massive, highly energetic, and large (kpc)-scale outflows in local AGN hosts and ULIRGs (e.g. Cicone et al. 2012 Cicone et al. , 2014 Tombesi et al. 2015) provide strong evidence for winds from the black hole accretion disc providing feedback. These molecular outflows show high-velocity components (e.g. >500 km s −1 ), which are difficult to reconcile with stellar processes in large masses of cold molecular gas. In our sample the most extreme source is Mrk231, for which millimetre CO observations show a highvelocity molecular outflow with a velocity of up to 1000 km s −1 (Cicone et al. 2012) . Thus the velocity offsets of the blue-and redshifted methanol emission tentatively detected in Mrk 231 are consistent with the high-velocity outflow components, supporting the hypothesis that class I methanol megamasers are produced in galactic-scale outflows. This suggests that class I methanol megamasers may be used as a new tool for investigating AGN feedback processes. The interferometric observations of Arp 220 also reveal that the class I methanol maser emission is excited in regions of galactic outflow on scales of a few kpc, as traced by the diffuse soft-X-ray emission (Chen et al. 2015) .
The sources in our sample show methanol emission with a wide range of velocity offsets with respect to the systemic velocity of the host galaxy. In some sources the velocity is similar to the systemic, while in others it is offset by a few 100-1000 km s −1 . This suggests that the observed methanol emission is associated with outflows at a range of different angles with respect to the line of sight. Since we have detected methanol emission from a large fraction of our target sample, this implies that we are not limited to a particular geometry (unless that geometry is an inherent bias in the target sample). For example, NGC 4258 is a very-well-studied Seyfert 2 located in a near-edge-on disc galaxy and hence outflows from the nuclear region will be nearly perpendicular to the line of sight. So we would not expect to observe a significant velocity offset between the methanol emission and the systemic velocity in this source (which is consistent with the results shown in Fig. 5 ).
Considering the discussion here and that from Section 4.1, we argue that the observational evidence to date suggests that class I methanol megamasers form in galaxies with significant starburst activity and strong molecular outflows. They provide a potential probe of feedback process of these active galaxies via wind-driven outflows. However, further high-resolution observations of class I methanol megamasers in a larger sample are required to clarify the association between the methanol megamasers and the outflows and determine how they trace the AGN feedback process.
C O N C L U S I O N S
Using the GBT, we have performed a systematic search for class I methanol megamasers in the 36.2 GHz transition towards a sample of 16 galaxies which show emission of diffuse soft X-ray and, either OH or H 2 O megamasers. 11 sources show tentative detections in the surveyed sample. A further more sensitive observation (with rms < 1 mJy) with better baselines are required for clarifying these tentative detections. However, investigation of possible relationships between these tentative detections of methanol emission with that in other wavelength ranges of host galaxies shows significant correlations between the methanol luminosity, and that of the IR and radio luminosities of the host galaxies. The observed relationship, L methanol ∝ L IR ∝ L 36 GHz , suggests that the methanol emission may be related to the starburst activity of the host galaxy. This is also supported by the evidence for a significant correlation between the methanol and OH megamaser luminosities and the absence of any correlation between methanol and H 2 O luminosities. This is consistent, since the OH megamasers are known to trace starburst activity, while H 2 O megamasers trace the accretion disc and jets of AGNs.
Our previous interferometric observations showed that class I methanol megamasers are spatially correlated with the diffuse Xray emission in Arp 220, suggesting that they may be produced from either galactic-outflow-driven shocks and/or cosmic rays. The current GBT survey for a larger sample of sources shows no correlation between the methanol and X-ray luminosities of the host galaxies, suggesting that the methanol megamasers are not related to galactic-scale high-energy cosmic rays. In addition, the current tentative detections show that some sources have high-velocity spectral components offset by between a few hundred and 1000 km −1 from the systemic velocity of the host galaxy. High-velocity features such as this are thought to be associated with galactic-outflow driven by winds from AGN feedback. In combination, the observational evidence to date, suggests that class I methanol megamasers provide a potential tool for investigating the starburst and feedback processes of active galaxies.
